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ARCHBISHOP

Season's First Defeat
Dealt Out\ By Redcats
Of Western Reserve
REVERSAL

We . Deliver Address

Of Musketeer Form

At Formal Opening of Biology
Building; Civic Officiais
Will AlsoJttend.

Characterizes Surprise Sprung
In Cleveland; Markiewicz and
Schmidt Perform Well

., Dedication .Ceremony
Will AttracfBig Crowd
To Campus This Sunday

Archbishop
President Hubert F. Brockman, S. J.,
hBS issued an mvitation to alumni of
the college and to the general public
Lo attend the dedication exercises oi
the Biology Building next Sunday, November 10th. Widespread interest in
the. ceremony has been manifested by
the large number of Inquiries received
by 'the committee In charge. Father
Martin J. Phee, S. J., professor of biology at st. Xavier has arranged the
following program for the dedication:
Sunday lllm·ning
9:45-Rellg!ous exercises in Bellarmlnc
Chapel. The Very Reverend John
· T. McN!cholas, 0. P., .Archbishop
.of Cincinnati wlll be present and
will deliver a short sermon after
Mass. The formal sermon will
preached by the Reverend Aus tin
Schmidt, s. J., Ph. D., Dean of
the Graduate School of Loyola
University, Chicago. Blessing of
the building by the archbishop
will follow the services In the
chapel.
Sunday Afternoon
3:00-A general assembly of all visitors
w!ll take place In the Mary Lodge
Reading Room of the Library,
Professor R. A. Muttkowskl,
Ph. D., head of the biology department· at Detroit University
w!ll read a paper on "Biology and
Human Affairs."
"Biological Discords and Human
Acting" w!ll be discussed by Reverend R. A. McCarthy, S. J.,
Ph. D., a member of the department of. Comparative Psychology

\

.!SATURDAY'S WOE
SHARED BY
OTHERS

DIVINA COMEDIA
LECTURE GIVEN
SUNDAY

Rev. M. J. Phee, S. J,

at St. Louis University.
·The reading of these two papers
will be followed by short addresses delivered by Reverend
Hubert F. Brockman, President
of St. Xavier College; the Hon.
Murray J. Seasongood, Mayor of
Cincinnati.
-" -£\rchbishop John T. McN!cholas
will deliver the film! address.
Ali the buildings on the campus
will be open for Inspection dui·ing the
entire day. The new biology building,
the gift of a friend who wishes his
On Sunday afternoon, November 3,
name withheld, is equipped with the ,the Dante Club ga.vc a lecture on "The
latestisscientific
apparatusfactor
and facilities
and
an Important
In the Divina Comedla" of Dante before a

Dante Club Appears Before Good Alittle over a ybar ago, on- All Teams to Play at Corcoran Field
Shepherd Training
Souls Day, Father iFinn left us to
Taste the Hemlock, Too;
·
' SCh00 I,
give
an account a f h'1s steward • I
ship to God. . St. Xavier ColDayton Alone Wins

academic progress of the college. Features of the building Include a large
lecture hall, library and t.cchn!cian's
room. The architecture harmonizes
with that of the other buildings on
tle1eencsaompru1~a· Adil oft thle rooms havle'
a nge as o nsure a max mum amount of light for the students
at work in the laboratories. The building also ho.uses the physics departmcht and the neiv quarters.of the
president.
·
Those attending the cc~emony can
obtain meals in the College Cafeteria
on the second fioor of the Union
:-louse.

large audience at the Good Shepherd
Convent, Price H!ll. F. Oliver Stiens,
Albert Muckerhe Ide, Louis Feldhaus
and Gale F. Grogan delivered the Jeeturc. At the conclusion of the enterta!nment the nuns In cliarge expressed
·
·
their appreciation and engaged the
olub to give a lecture on Sunday, December 1.. This appe.arancc of the
club will mark·the lnltml presentation
of the new lecture, "A Pilgrimage to
Lourdes." It w!ll be rem"mbered that
during his residenc;c in the city Father
John Kiefer, S. J., delivered the leeture several times, The Dante Club
has revised this lecture and with the
========o=====-====~~=-,=====-=··-=·=·-=-=-==~~~======== addition of a few new slides hopes t.o
make It. BS 'popular as "The Jesuit
Martyrs of Afuer!ca," "The Crusades"
and "Shakespeare."
'rhe club ls embarking upon the most
successful year of its history. At the
present time Mr. Gale Grogan and
Mr: Oliver Stiens of the Executive
Committee have obtained· fifteen engagements for the year. This number
surpasses that of. all former seasons.
Indications are that more than twentyfive lectures wlll be rlclivered during
I the 1929-1930 season.
Edmund D. Doyle, senior class presJohn H. Cook, sen!qr In the College
lege gra.d) ........................ Wllllam Haas !dent, Louis G. Boeh and John Hilbert
will lecture at Oak Street Aca'dcmy on
of Liberal Arts, has been chosen by the .Caroline Pickering (a sweet young
thing> .......... Miss Mildred Edrle Hart Thursday of this w.eek while John AnMBSque Society to direct the first oneProfessor Bliss . (apostle of rest>
ton, Albert Maggini and. Wllllam Muhact play of this season's rcpeto!re. With
.......................................... Robert 13avagc lenkamp wlll go to Mercy High School.
the appointment of Cook, the Masque
is carrying out its Intention of affording the members an opportunity to
become acquainted with the duties of
a dramatic director. W!lliam Wise,
president of the Masque, has made it
known that whe~ a dirr.ctor has been
chosen for any production, the directo1·
alone w!ll have absolute ~uthority with
regard to the casting and rehearsals.
,,
Mr. Cook has already commenced
l'ehearsing for the Homecoming production, A Flying. Start." This oneact farce wm constitute the Masque's
offering In the general round of entertainments held during Homecoming. ·
"A Flying Start" Is In keeping with
the occasion. The alumni and undergraduates w!ll not find it necessary to
go to a downtown theater to be bored
~
with a so-called college picture. The
· Masque is presenting a play with a
football hero, but no football stadium.
Peculiar and unique, isn't It? We do
not hear a word about dying for alma
mater: neither do we sense the smell
of liniment or pigskin. But we st!ll
maintain that it is ,in keeping with
the c;iccas!on.
To come directly to the point. The
play concerns a collel!e hero after his
l-0uchdown days are over. He finds
himself on the field of lite, fighting for
his fair one: but stoutly resisted by the
girl's father, a hard-hearted pickle king
with sour disposition. It is needless
to say that the betting is against om·
hero. However, he completely outwits
the father, and' the father, being
good sport and suddenly recogniz!ne;
the admirable qualltics In the young
man, In a moment of generosity, be·
stows his daughter on the hero.
Curtain I
Everybody should be happy, and
ready to enjoy the game on the morrow.
·
The cast Is as follows:
Septlmus Pickering (Pickle. King)
................................. :·............ Robert Otto
, Luella Pickering Chis wife) ......:.::..
......................Miss Marguerite Murray
Edward Worthington Swinger <col·

b
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J0 hn H . C00k W r·ll D r·rect
F l•rs t 0 ne•A ct Play

Cast For Homecoming Attraction Select·
I
ed Last Week

"

1

lege owes much fo Father Finn
d
h
h
1
an it is rig t t. ~t his ~emory
Loyal followers of the Musketeers
should be held m· veneration by
.
all friends of' the College.
The 111ay find some consolation In knowing
F ather Finn Clef Club' and Finn th a t a Ii but one of the f ut ure vIsItors

Lodge have been: named in hi~
honor.
To esteem his virtues is
to pay a greater itribute to his
memory.
He will live in tqe
minds of many rising generations,
thanks to his books. These were
I b
f1
Ji' ·
Th
a a or 0 ave on is part.
ey
were__ one manifestation of a virtue which aominated, his whole
·life, -..·iz.,.the·doin:.,'of;good." -He
was blessed of course in having a
multitude on whom he might bestow his unusual endowments of
nature and grace.
There were
the readers of his works, the chil-

dren of his parochial school and
their parents, the many .friends in
greater Cincinnati, who were captivated by his personality, especially his kindly interest in their
welfare and his broad-minded·
ness, . the· students of St. Xavier
College who, he .said, must have
a collegiate home, second to
none in the country.
He spent
himself for others and was blessed
h h
wit
appiness in doing so. This,
to be sure, is the open secret of
all true success and consequent
happiness.
He had a charming personality;
c?mposite o.f zeal for the greater
good of his less fortunate human
<Continued on Paie oil
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to Corcoran Field went down to defeat
Saturday. The Dayton Flyers pBSted
a 12 to 6 defeat on Transylvania who
Jost the opening game of the season
to st. Xavier by a 14 to 6 score. Ogle•
thorpe fared less fortunately· at the
hands of V!llanova and emerged' with
a 17 to 7 lacing. The Bishops of Ohio
Wesleyan· hit ,their old~t!me stride
against Denison, the Homecoming attraction here on November 23. When
the smoke cleared away, Wesleyan
showed a grand total of 40 points to
one handsome goose egg for their opLoyola of New Orleans
.ponents.
turned about face and scalped the
Haskell Indians to the tune of 19 to 12.
Three of the teams that visited st.
Xavier during October won their games
Saturday. Georgetown College shut
out Kentucky Wesleyan to the tune
of 7 to o. Centre College escaped defeat in a game with the West Kentucky
Teachers, a point after touchdown deciding a 7 to 6 contest. The Quantico
Marines had a comparatively easy time
lacing the U. s. Coast Guard 19 to o.
• The Reverend Edwin w. Dittman, a
former student at the college, was ordained to the priesthood on last Friday at St. Mary's Seminary, Norwood.
He ,. w!ll sing his first solemn high
Mass at St. Martin's Church, Cheviot,
Ohio, this Sunday at 10 :oo A. M.

CORCORAN FIELD·

FLYE.RS

~
~-';+:'
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Clef Club Hears More of
_Concert Given in Madison
The result of the concert glven by
the Clef Club at Madison, Indiana, on
Octover 27th, Indicated that a very
successful season will be had by that
organization.
For the first time the club appeared
under the baton of Mr. Richard Fluke,
and at all times gave evidence of that
necessary ~ense of contact and sym ..
pathy which ls Jacking In most amateur organizations. However, we do
the Clef Club an injustice In using the
term "amateur." Tht\t the club ls
receiving not only high commendation
by those In this locality but also the utmost confidence of out-of-state groups
ls readily seen by the number of applications made by numerous organizations both for ensemble and solo
programs.
The following Is the verbatim report
made by the music critic of the Madi·
con Dally Herald:
"The Madison public was most enjoyably entertained Sunday afternoon
at the Brown memorial gymnasium by
the Clef Club composed of members
of the st.' Xavier College Glee Club, of
Cincinnati, Ohio, under the direction
·Mr. Rlcilllrd Fluke.
"This concert was sponsored by the
Madison Councll,.Kn!ghts of Columbus,
to whom much credit is due for bringing so splendid an organization to
this city.
"The first part of the program opened with. two numbers by the chorus,
'The Sword of Ferrara,' by Bullard,
and Huntley's 'Wish I Was A Rock.'
Both numbers were excellently rendered
with force and precision of attack, A
quartette of violins then played four
lovely numbers, 'Serenata Napolitana,'
by D'Alesslo, the old l'rench air 'Amaryllis,' Brahm's 'Waltz In B Flat,' and
the dainty 'Poupee Valsante,' by Poldin!. Charles Shlrrmann, of the Cln·
clnnatl College of Music, and the proficient acoompanist of the club, gave
a most artistic performance of 'L'Alon-
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SeleCtions Appreciated by Audience
There; String Quartet Stars

SY. XAVI £R~·:> DAYTON·

NOV-9

By John J, NoJan
Ali hopes of the St. Xavier Musketeers for an undefeated season went
glimmering at Cleveland last · Saturday, when they rccel ved a clawing
from the Red Cats of Western Reserve by the score of 18 to 6. The
team played a disappointing brand of
football from start to finish and as a
result'· of their. performance some 400
rooters, who made the trip with the
team were cBSt into an atmosphere
of gloom.
At the very beginning of the game,
It was evident that the entire team
had. gone stale. On defense, the team
looked weak for the first time. Time
after time the underrated backfield
of the Red Cats tore through huge
gaps In the line to score first downs.
The offensive work was very sluggish.
The backfield was unable to hit Its
stride, as ls evidenced by the fact that
the Musketeers made but five first
downs during the course of the battle.
The , Red Cats scored In the first
quarter and held the lead throughout.
After five minutes of uninteresting
play, Malone, flashy Reserve quarterback, skirted his own right end and
galloped 55 yards to the Xavier 5-yard
stripe. On the next play he bucked
It over. Spahn's kick for extra point
,was blocked. The rest of this quarter
was dull, a punting duel betwe~n,Scha·
fer and Spohn occupying most of the
time. ,.
The'second quarter found the Musketeers In a fighting mood but they were
unable to score. The big Reserve line
played havoc with the Xavier offense
and smejlred practically every play before It got past the line of scrimmage,
The Xavier forward wall also held for
the major part of the period, although
only the timekeeper's whistle at the
end of the half saved the Musketeers
from being scored on again.
Much was expected of the team as
they came on the field for the second
half but ·It was just not one of Xa-

vier's clays. The Reserve temn took
up where they left off In the first quarter and after completing several passes
for substantial gains, the Red Cats
rushed the ball to scoring posltioil from
where Mnlone took it ovCr on a line
plunge, making the score 13 to o. Spohn
missed the kick.
The Musketeers then started a drive
down the field, using an aerial attack
whicl1 proved ·successful. Three straight
passes, all of which were completed
put the bail on Rcservc's three-yard ·
line. Schafer then plunged straight
over center and crossed the line for
Xavier's Jone touchdown of the day.
McDevitt missed the kick. The score
at the end of the third quarter wBS
12 to 6.
In the final period the Musketeers
opened up with everything they had.
Passes were hurled at random, the majority of them · unsuccessful.
With
about five minutes ·to go, a Reserve
man intercepted one of these heaves
and ran It deep into Xavier's territory. Several line plays and short
passes put ·the oval on the Xavier
three-yard line. flatz then crashed
through center for the touchdown. The
game ended soon .after with the Musketeers frantically hurling passes.
The only men who stood out on the
Xavier team last Saturday were John
Markiewicz and Andy Schmidt. The
former played the best game of his
football career at St. Xavier. He was
in on every play and fighting hard.
He made more tackles than any other
two men on the team. Andy Schmidt
who replaced Stout also played a fine
game at the guard position. At the
present time Andy ls one of the most
promising sophomores on the team and
w!ll no doubt develop as he, becomes
more experienced.
Line-up and summary:
l'osltlon
Xavier
Reserve
Webster .............. )j, E. ...... CC.) O'Bryan
Moss .................... )j. •r. .. ............ Wilhelm
Nicholson .......... i". G. ........ Markiewicz
Hurd .................... C..................... Harmon
Dnvis ................ -R. G . ..... :. ... ;..... Ta~'lor
1Hoppil ................ ·R. •r................. Kniery
White ................ R. E. .................. Shyth
Malone .............. Q. )3. .... .......... Deddcns
Smith ................ r". H. ........ .. .. McDevitt
i::toese ................ t.t. H ..................... Foley
Spohn ................ l". l3..... .... .... Schaefer
Substitutions - Xavier: Stout for
Taylor, Bolger for ·Schaefer, Riclage
for Wllhehn, Kelley for Deddens,
Daugherty for Kei!~y, Beckwith for
Bolger, stotsbery for Kniery, Bartlett
!Or Smyth, Schmidt for Stout, Morrissey for McDevltt, Hughes for O'Bryan, Egbers for Hughes.
Western Reserve: Platz for Malone,
Dinmstra for Davis.

....

otter,' by Glinka-Balaklrew. The Musketeer Quartette then sang 'Close
Harmony,' and 'Sleep Kentucky Babe,'
which were heartily received by the
audience. A group of violin solos followed, the delicate serenade 'Espagnole,' by Chamlnade, arranged by
Kreisler, and the old favorite, "Swanee
River' also arranged by Kreisler, were
both played with warmth of feeling
~nd loveliness of tone by Joseph Pe·
tranka. Mr. Fluke, the capable director of the club, a member of the
College of Music faculty, and the po9·.
sessor of a rich bass voice, sang the
traditional Russian 'Song of ·the Volga
Boatmen,' and the "Road to Mandalay,'
by Speaks, with great expression and
1·1gorous style. The first part. of the
p1·ogram closed with 'Summer Lullaby'
by Gibson, 'Zingara Maid' of Blass, and
Adams' 'The Bells of St. Mary's' sung
by the ensemble with finish and style
that·won much applause.
"The second part of the program
was an act of grand opera written In
farcical •tyle, the music · by Frank
Smith and the libretto by Mv. Tyler
of the Chicago Recorrl. The leading
solos were taken by John Anton,
Charles Eisenhardt and Thomas Insco,
who, with the chorus, gave a clea••
performance of this amusing hit.
"The program was enthusiastically
received by the large audience. Madi·
son should consider herself fortunate
In having heard so splendid an organization."
·
The Dayton Flyer· etlltlon of the St.
Xavier College Athletic Review will
contain an article by Lou Smith of
'l'he p!nclnnatl · En.quircr, entitled
"'Yould You Change the Rules of the
Four Greatest Sports Today?" Various
other members of tile· magazine stalf
will contribute articles' of general In·
terest.
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What do you imagine the professor would think of a student who
had chosen
thesis,' iNiy "Tile Romantic Poets," and ,would read
Publlshed Everr 'Weclnes4&J Dmlns the CoUep ·YIU' no literature on the subj ec:t 'because he desired to write. an original
paper?
In ~hort, originality does not consist in refusing to bow
L
to any authority.
Nor is the independent man the fellow who
Subscription
$1.50
a
Year-Sinale
Copiee
.OSc:
'
makes less l use of some one else' 8 thoughts, but rather he who
makes more use of them.
It is the men who bow· to reasonable
office, Union Houee ClllW 4040
authority, who accept obligations, that possess initiative.·
IndeEntered aa third class matter at the Post.omce at CIDClnnatl, Ohio,
pendence con'sists not in following one' 9 own devices, but in choos•
under Permit No. 1275.
ing WHOM to folow.
The opposite of originality is ignorance, not
ROBERT L. OTTO, '30, Editor.
following an acce¢ed standard; the opposite of independence is not
Edward P. VonderHasr, '31, Associate Edit.or.
subservience to authority, but subservience to no authority.
Alvin Stadtmiller. '32, Cartoonist.
0
Edward
R.
Tepe,
'30
Thompson Willett, 31
been endorsed by any of the leading
Albert Worst, '30
William J. Wl.se, '30
educat.ors of the country, and In fact
John A. Nolan, '3:!, Sport.a
George M. Johnson, '31
hes no point at all In Its favor.
John Ant.on, '32
George E..Winter, '31
Adrian A. Daugherty, '32
Whereas-read all the above-I unreservedly· frown upon the custom of
BUSINESS STAFF
playing with the Yo-Yo and hence!:orJOSEPH J. MCGUINNESS, '30 .............................................. BUSINESS MANAGER
ward refuse to acknowledge that toy.
Franklin A. KJalne, '30 ................................................................ Advertising Manager
And this Is not an advertisement.
Robert savage, •30 .............................................. Manager of Ad-Copy Writing Dept.
William Haas '31 .............................................................................. Circulation Manager
Wanted-Secretary or stenographer.
By
Richard O'Do;.,.d, '32 ............................ Manager of Merchandising & Service Dept.
One of education preferred. Duties
Eugene vorwaldt, '31 ......... :................................................ Asst. Advertising Manager
ADRIAN A. DAUGHERTY
will be light but numerous. Salary no
Myrl Myer, '31 ...................................................................... Asst. Advertising Manager
object. Must be able to count the
Jerome Luebbers, '31 ............................................................ Asst. Advertising Manager
fair
autolsts who call every Sunday
"What you don't owe won't hurt you,"
Howard McEwen, '32 ..................................:......................... Asst. Advertising Manager
for Hank Vaughan, the nstute and
John Schwab '32 .................................................................. Asst. Advertising Manager quoth Shylock, whetting hls scalpel.
ascetic. :Must be able to Intimate tactFred Read
Asst. Circulation Manager
fully that Hank Is busy. This add Is
Ant.on Ma;er, '31 .......................................................................... Asst. Business Manager
An ancient prejudice has been re· prompted by a desire to avoid a repemoved. Common sense hasn't prevail- tition of last Sunday's occurrence when
ed, and the country has gone Yo·Yo. Vaughan was unable t.o personally care
'°'-·---...---~-------t out of some twenty million~ of progeny for all callers, or collegiate chaufof school age, at least fifteen million rcuses.
THE NEWS' PROGRAM
have taken to developing a sort of
Again, what a man, what a man!
FOR A GREATER ST. XAVIER
legerdemain with the simple contrlv·
ance called Yo-Yo. This number does
A Greater and Stronger Alumni Association.
Belleve It or not, but In case of fire
not include manicurists and colored
this .column can be emptied In thirty.
Better Inter-departmental Co-operation.
bootblacks.
five minutes flat.
The origin of this Infernal machine
An All-College Newspaper.
•n- • - - ~~--~~-••M--n•_n
,,.--•-000> was for a Jong time veiled in obscurity.
It was only when an enterprising mem- '-"~---.-·1-~·-~l-~,_.·
ber of the News staff had undertaken
to look thoroughly Into the matter
that any knowledge relative to the be·
The resumption of athletic relations with Dayton University ginning of the new fetish was obtained,
adds 'another chapter to the story of St. Xavier's progress. . The and that Is now for the first time made
·
glamorous and spirited rivalry of former year;- can become a vibrant public.
According to this man, of proved
reality in consequence of this renewal.
As m the P'.'st the Dayton•
St. Xavier game will be a source of more than lo~al mterest: Many Integrity and veracity, a lonely fishervisitors will get their first glimpse of the new stad~um.
It is bo~nd man who llved In the fastness of the Ad·
lrondack mountains originally discovto impress them, but can we permit that to be their only recollection
ered the underlying principle governof St. Xavier:?
What about the student body :--;-- a one-hundred ing the manipulation of the apparatus.
per cent group .that will demonstrate the tru.e spmt that permeatee
It seems that this Ichthyologist, as
By 'Louis George Boeh
the REAL MUSKETEER!
.
Six new German books have been
At the game we cannot let the enthusiastic contin!'tent from he was called by his simple and rustic
neighbors, one day had a great deal presented to the llbrary by the Heidie·
Dayton outdo us in cheering and general sportsman!'h1p.
The of trouble In casting Ills line, for his berg Club. This organization; under
defeat sustained by the Musketeers last Saturday at Cleveland should reel was smoother than his guides, and the directorship of Dr. Paul Menge,
not dampen one whit the ardor and sincerity of the welcome home the result was that at every cast he Ph. D., received the volumes from the
they deserve.
Whatever may have been the cause of the first de- had a disconcerting back lash. This Deutsche Akedemie of Munchen. ,The
feat of the season - over-confidence or the meeting of an opponent back lash may be safely said t.o be books arc: "Recht und Sette" by Ruthat. had an "On" day - let us demonstrate to the squa~ that the the forerunner of the Yo-Yo.
dolf von Iherlng, a play entitled
The pilchard pilferer then .became "Death of Titian" by Hofmannstahl, a
same whole-hearted cheering which concluded the Marme game
will be a part of the reception accorded this Sat~rd~y. • Dayton so disgusted that he gave all his reels short novel by Joseph Von Erchenhas always proved to be a worthy opponent and C1!'c1nnahans who to hls children. (This we glean from dortr called "Aus Dem Leben Elnes
are fortunate enough to witness this year's game Will not go away our own Investigator, who spared Taugenllchts," a beautifully lllustrated
neither effort nor expense to acquire book on "Rubens und die Flamlander"
with the memory of a listless game to plague .them.
the desired Information.) The children by Philippi. "Der grune Heinrich" by
carried the new toy to school, whence Gottfried Keller, "Rassenkunde des
the Idea spread all over the known ,.deutschen Volke.s by Dr. Gunther,
boundarles of the United states, until which gives an account of the origin
The thriving metropolis of Cleveland witnessed Saturday what now anxious wives no longer worry of the Dutch races. Students of Germost of the Musketeer followers profited by not seeing.
The about saloons and stiff drinks, but pray man wlll have had a very sumptuous
Redcats of Western Reserve, after being made the underdogs by that their spouses are not entangled banquet when they ,have finished readevery opponent save one, turned like the proverbial worm and In the coils of some Yo-Yo, wielded Ing the above llst. It should hold down
romped over a surprised St. Xavier e!even.
Thus dissipate our by a designing female who Is said their voracious appetites for a few
'
days.
visions of an undefeated season and 'our hopes of a team to class to be more lethal than the
male of the
First Editions of "To Day And How
with the champions of the past.
But one defeat need not "t.~ke species when operating the dlabollcal To Sell Them" by H. s. Boutell Is a
the starch" out of the players and supporters of the Blue and .White. device.
very good addition t.o the library. It
If anything, this single reverse should serve to point out just wi\ere
Gene Bode Is generally thought to consists chiefly of explanations from
the fault lies, whether it be over-confidence, lack of the true Muske- be the champion Yo-Yo engineer of the various publishing houses as to
. teer spirit of co-operation or inexperience as "mudders" (for the Elet Hall. From morn until night how they classify their first impresweather was anything but the kind 'experienced in Cincinnati during he may be seen deftly shooting out slons. This llttle book should come In
and retrieving the elusive Invention, handy for those fortunate individuals
. the first five games).
always he ls surrounded by an ad· who have a large collection of first
It has always been our contention that too much was expected and
miring circle of friends. Ejaculations editions stored away in the attic.
of St. Xavier teams.
Considering the enrollment at Avondale as of envy and adulation are educed by
"Satire on the Victorian Novel" by
compared with that of other institutions that never could find oc• his masterful control of the thing, Russell, though not new, ls a recent
casion to boast during football season, the record consistently main· which Is not a beast nor yet a man. acquisition. Closely allied t.o this Is
tained by the Musketeers is far above and beyond that of schools What a man,!what a man!
another work by P. E. More, called
with many hundreds more eligible football men enrolled.
St.
But what a nulsanr.e the fad has "With the Wits". Both books make
t.o
be.
Aside
from
being
second
very Interesting reading on a subject
got
Xavier followers (and critics for that matter) have been accustomed
to witness repeated seasons of success in all branches of sport but t.o the boomerang in its insidious and that Is generally much neglected. The
each time a team proved the least bit disappointing, too much ad- Invidious character, the darned thing Is very latest book in the biographical
verse criticism destroyed whatever good former praise built up. · senseless. No profit ensues from pur- section Is "Donn Byrne, Bard of ArSonie attribute the existence of over-confidence to the pre· suing the pastime. The athletic cqun- m'agh". It Wl:\S written· by Thurston
ells refuse to recognize it. It has not Macaulay with the assistance of
ponderance of "slap-on-the-back" newspaper articles.
For some
time there has been an inclination to over-rate various members of
the team and praise evidently warmed their veins and made for
dizziness· in the head.
The bumping handed ou~ Saturday ought
to bring all such light-heads to earth.
Praise applied in too large
a dose in any case does not work for continued efficiency in the re·
dipient; the "swell head" is. an obnoxious as well as a fatal disease,
.but 'convalescence from it· is rapid and a more vigorous and robust
condition obtains after recovery.
If this diagnosis of the Musketeer
ailment is correct, we hope that future visitors to Corcoran Field
will be made to feel the weight of recovery. . A defeat can ofttimes do more good than a dozen seasons of "wonder teams." We
are confident the .Musketeers will profit by experience,
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Byrne's wife In the preparation of the , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ~Oo~----,·-M--M--~~]
copy. In view of the recent death of
LOWE &: CAMPBELL
WHITSO•N
SMITH
Byrne, who met with the same fate as
"'"'
the unfortunate Isadora Duncan, and
the recent publlcatlon of Byrne's last
ATBLETl<l GOODS CO,
-BARBERS' ·
novel "Power of the Dog" the new bl•
ography should prove Of considerable
705 Main Street
976 E. McMillan Street
current interest. The inclusion in the ';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;~1 ~,...~-;;;-;•;·-;,:;-;:;-;;·;-;-;;;-;,:;;:;;;;;;;;:
volume of various letters exchanged •
between Byrne anci some of the American literary llghts, Cabell, Herges·
helmer, etc., should also contribute to
heightening the general Interest In the
biography.

I

The Notre Dame Ramblers, on their
way to South Bend after educating
Georgia Tech In the science and Rockne finesse of football, stopped off In the
city and paid a brief visit to "Rip"
Miller, llne coach of the Musketeers.
The entire squad attended eight o'clock
Mass in Bellarm!ne Chapel and de·
parted for home at 10 A. M. The Irish'
were In charge of Tom Lieb who has
assumed the coaching reins Jn the absence of Knute Rockne whose physician
advised him to remain at home until
he ls entirely recovered from .an Infection In the leg.

"

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY STYLES,
TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL CHARTS SOLELY FOR
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES

No serious inJt.irles were sustained in

the game at Atlanta and the team, as
. a whole, Is ready to go through the remainder of · the toughest schedule in
the history of football at South Bend.

AflA

([h~~te~ Jl&Ottse

The class of 1929 wlll hold Its first
reunion during the annual homecoming Week of November 17. The committee ln charge, composed of Paul D.
Caln, E. Wirt Russell, Richard D.
Downing, Ted G. Schmidt and Th'os.
J. Hughes, plans to outshine other
alumni groups In Its program of fes·
tivitles. Tentative arrangements Include the reservation of a. section of
seats for the members of the class who
Intend to witness the game between
the Musketeers and Denison on the
afternoon of November 23. A stag dinner, In the evening at the Hotel Alms,
Is also under consideration. All members of last year's' class who desire to
take part In the reunion are asked to
Inform the committee at the earliest
possible date.
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Suits 5 4Q, 5 45, 5 50 Overcoats

BY SPECIAL. APPOINTMENT
OUR STORE IS THE

Qth~~tet ~ouz~
OF CINCINNATI
The character of the suits and
overcoats tailored by Charter House
will earn your most sincere liking.

THE MOUNTEL PRESS CO.
BETTER
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PRIN1JNG
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Fraternity Pins, Club Emblems
Football Charms
Medals, Cups, Trophies

The Miller Jewelry Co.
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Greenwood Bldg.
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The NEW

CllALLINGIR

The In'fluence of Religion on InitiativeOne often hears it said .that' religion hinders initiative, or as the
college student would say, cramps his style.
Why is .this s.;?
Apparently because it imposes certain obligations and ·1.implies the
bowing to authority, and if you want the real reason, ·the accept·
ance of the leadership of the Church.
Initiative and its twin broth·
er, originality, depend like everything else on certain ·)aw~not on
chance.
Thus one does not develop great initiative or originality
by merely acting for himself.
One can not be original in his deter•
mination of the laws of Newton or his evaluation of Napierian
logarithm.
Similarly one is foolish rather than independent ·who
relies on himself when he should rely on a doctor, who refuses to
accept the advice .of the expert because he wants to use hie own.

r:~=-~------·1

SUITS- OVERCOATS

A PROBLEM· .FOR ECONOMISTS
Just
fect
only
type
suits

how does Browning King combine per~orkmamhip, c:hoice fabric11 loomed
by famoua .milla, and the newest customstyles . • • all into one aeries of $30
and overcoats • • • in a word, every•
· thing usually found in the moat expenaive
ready-to-wear clothina ,• • • in

EN9RAVING

UNE
FREE

GIBSON & PERIN.
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"Eyes"

\

.)

for
blind flying!
'Three. new G~E contributions
to the conquest of the air

CllALLI NG IR

I

T INDBERGH, flying· blind

(}O

WATERMAN

('. COMPLETE

\

Ui8

PARKER.

FOUNTAIN PENS

)

SHIRTS: Collar-Attached Oxfords in,
white, tan, green, blue ........ :..... $1.95
..·
, Three for $5.50•.
NECKWEAR:. new designs $1.00
, and $1.50.

"Browning King
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much of the way,
J,_, hit Ireland "on the nose" as he winged
toward Paris. Now, as an aid to air navigation
comes the magneto compass, a product of General Electric research, which gives pilots a navigating instrument of extraordinary accuracy.
Meanwhile, two other General Electric contri·

butions to aviation have been developed-the '
electric gasoline gauge and the radio echo altimeter. The ordinary altimeter shows only
· height above sea level. The radio echo altimeter
warns the pilot ol his actual distance above
ground or water by flashing green, yellow, and
red lights on the instrument board.

I

Every year h1111d1~·ds of college.irained men and women enter tf,e employment of
General Electric. Rcseqrch, similar to that 1which developed "eyes" far blind fly.i11g1 is one of the many fields of eudeavor in tuhich they play an important part.
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X·Too Much For Chamiriade
a

LOCAL BOYS OUTPLAY
OPPONENTS TO
WIN EASILY
PENALTIES HINDER VICTORS
I

By Bob Koch
st. Xavier High Schools strong and
well conched eleven chalked up their
fourth straight victory last Thursday
night when they easily turned back the
hard fighting Dayton Chamlnade outfit 18-6. The up town boys furnished
little opposition for the ·hard hitting
Xavier backs who tore through the
wide holes made by a hard fighting
line.
Xavier High School by winning this
game remained the only undefeated
team In the city. All other class A
teams In Cincinnati have suffered a
defeat nt. some time or other. Highland Htgh In Kentucky Is the only
other High School In Greater Cincinnati who has net tasted defeat.
The overwhelming attack of the winners was greatly hindered by numerous 15 yard penalties. A total of 135
yards of such discipline was given to
Xavier, which Is no easy burden for
any team to bear.
· Xavier ·received the kick on the

6pen!ng play and after
first down
Schnelder, who covered himself with
glory and mud all evening, kicked to
Daytons 20 yard line. Both teams exchanged punts until finally Xavier had
possession of the ball of Cham!nade's
30 yard line. Then came the most
deceptive play of the game. A pass to
Schnelder which caught Dayton completely unaware. Scnhclder was run
out of bounds on the five yard line.
From there It was easy. With a hole
big enough to drive a truck through
Ellert dove over the goal for the first
touchdown. Who made that hole?
Our line!
.
But Chnmlnade was not to be beaten so easily. Late In the first quarter
the customary 75 yard run took place.
In every game the team opposing the
blue and wl~lte boys make a long run
between 60 and 75 yn,rds. · The long
run which Chamlnade got .off was due
to the fast running of Engle and perfect Interference. This boy dodged and
twisted free, beautifully and left all
optimistic Xavier tacklers in the mud.
This Is the only flaw In 11 perfect game.
our boys were trained In defense for
this piny for over a week.
Xavier tallled their second touchdown In the start of the second half.
Box Kennedy, old reliable, broke
through the green Eagle's line and
blocked a punt recovering on Chamlnnde's ten yard line. Two thrust.s at
the center of the line by Capt, Hal
Pennlng!on placed the ball over the

LOU SMITH
of The Cincinnati Enquirer
writes informatively, interestingly and entertainingly in the

Univ~rsity

of Dayton

List of Scoring Activities

Selz Dayton half back also received
a mishap. A Doctor examined his
ankle and pronounced It broken. Selz

By Bob Kock
When St. Xavier High School lines
up for the opening kick off with Joe
Kelly's Purcell High eleven they will
be bucking up against one of the toug'lest teams in this locality. The Red and
Crimson have been turned back but
once this year, this feat being accomplished by the well known Middletown
team.
Last year Xavier took the field
against Purcell big favorites but came
out with only a tie due to some strong
defensive work, and, "the old fight."
This year however both teams will
enter the fray on even terms. Coach
Savage's strong and heavy line measures '!P well with the veteran Purcell
line .which they boast as the strongest
In the city.
"
Danny Horan who was formerly engaged In literary pursuits at Xavier
will be the hllltopper. biggest threat.
This small but . mighty quarter back
has been tearing through the opposition In fine style running· well even
In the Middletown game.
The fact that Coach Kelly will have
a mighty forward wall cannot be denied. In captain McGulness and Dryer
he has two strong and capable line
men, But on the other hand look at
Flanagan, Kennedy, Huck, Kovacs, Selvers, and Schoemaker. Those boys are
nobodies walkovers In the heat of a
tight game.
.
Coach Savage will no doubt untie
the string that binds his bag of tricks
In this all Important game Thursday.
Up to date X has played straight footbal,I all the way relying on no deception but It Is expected that Don Dixon
All of which goes to prove (il
quarter back will light the fireworks
we may be excused for saying So)
Thursday and plenty of action Is prom~
that
the
pause that refreshes is the
!sed.
sanest temptation which millions
If Schneider's educated toe Is In
ever succumbed to. And to these
working order the way It was at Daysame millions the pause that re•
ton we are assured that a majoi'lty of
freshes has come to mean an ice-the game will be played In Purcell's
co Id Coca·Cala. Its tingling,
territory. Snltz also carries the burden
delicious taste nnd cool after-sense·
of the aerial game being a long and
of refreshment have proved that
accurate tosser.
a little minute is long enough for
Xavier's greatest hope in winning
a big rest any time.
the game will be !11 their defensive
The Coca·Cola Co,, Atlanta, Ca.
work. If the line can hold the strong
attaek which Kelly's boys promise to
MILLION
possess then we are sure that Hal
-' D4'Y
Pennington and his three running
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE
mates will be there on the offense.
PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
And too If this Pennington lad can
keep backing up the line the way he
I T
HAD
TO
BI!:
GOOD
TO
GET
WHERE
IT.
I S
has done µp to date Purcell Is In for
no track meet. Which we know to be
the case already.
CINCINNATI ATHLETIC
J. ALBERT JONES
So now boys we want you all out
PHOTOGRAPHER
GOODS CO., Inc.
there cheering every minute. You are
Photographs for School Annuala
8Cl MAIN ST. CANAL 11287
guaranteed a good game so don't miss
RESIDENCE BUILDING
and students we supply at most
It.
C. L. Lave17
Boyd Cbamben
GENERAL CONTRACTING
moderate prices.
.... .. .. ..
Ethan Allon
429 Race Street, Cincinnati, o.
Remember Purcell vs X HI Thursday Lee Hallerman
SCHMIDT BLDG.
bTll & MAIN
Dick Bray
C. w. Franklin, Jr.
Phone, Main 1079
at Withrow Stadium!
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The Activity Cup has been an Institution at St. Xavier High School
for a good many years, and Is an honor
earnestly sought by every class In the
school. The class that wins this cup
each quarter Is considered as the most
representative of the school In all Its
undertakings. Points are given for
every activity there Is and each student has the power to win many valuable points for his particular class.

ATHLETIC REVIEW

__

Bill Selvera received an Injury In
the first quarter and was forced to retire. On being clipped he wrenched
his elbow which Immediately began to
swell. It Is believed Bill will be ready
for the big game Friday.

played very well while In the contest, team much. In fact they played some
and we regret the accident.
of the best football they have display•
ed this year.
Tom Schmidt Is sure a fine player to
A steady drizzle dampened the Hlllhave around. Tom never played left
end and never had learned signals for lowe'en attraction, but even with the
field
In this condition little fumbling
this position, but when Selvera was
forced to retire !;le went In and played wos seen.
one whale of~ g~ce going Tomi
This right guard, Pohl on ' ChamlnThe night game was quite a novelty ade played outstanding ball for hl8
but It did, not seem to bother the team.
e

l

STRUGGLE IS ON

ST. XAVIER COLLEGE

GAME THURSDAY AT WITHROW
STADIUM
,,_._

season.

ACTIVITY CUP

edition of the

WALNUT HILLS BOYS FURNISH
COMPETITION

goal. A pass to Tom Schmidt for the
extra point was Incomplete. Tom by
the way played his best game of the
Kennedy also paved the way to the
touchdown. Chamlnade began to sling
pass after pass In the last quarter and
finally our center Intercepted the ball
on Dayton's 25 yard line and carried
it to the 3 yard line. Ful-back Pennington went through left tackle for
the touchdown.
Hal made a beautiful run In the
last stanza when Dixon, Quarterback
celled' him through center. Behind perfect Interference he hit the line and
was well away from scrimmage before
any would-be tacklers came close. He
covered 32 yards before 2 Chamlnade
tacklers were able to stop him. Some
nice line plung!ng we'd say.
One of Xavier's biggest ass~rts was
the kicking of Snltz Schnelder. Schnelder fairly guided the ball out of bounds
on the fiV,', or ten yard line at least
a half dozen times. And was he kicking them far. Ask Chamlnade's safety
man.
(F'ollowlng Data by Courtesy of Jack
Mulvihill)
First Downs:
Xavler-6
Dayton-1
Yards from Scrimmage:
Xavler-153 yards.
Dayton-118 yards.
Penalties: '
Against X-135 yards.
Against D-35 yards.
Passes:
Xavier tried 4--completed 2.
Dayton tried 7-completed o.
Xavier
Pos.
Chamlnade
Selvers ........ ,......... L. E ............. Osterday
Barrett ................ L. T ................. Dwyer
Kovacs ................ L. G ............. Mumma
Kennedy .............. c. ·.................... Malloy
Huck .................... R. G. .. .........;...... Pohl
Flanagan ............ R. T. ............ Woeste
Schoemaker ...... R. E. ................ Gates
Dixon .................. Q. B. ............ Zwe!sler
Bressler .............. H. B. .................. Engle
Schnelder .......... H. B. .................... Selz
Pennington (C) ..F. B. Schwletermann
Substitutions:
Xavier: Schmidt for Sclvers; Gerwe
for Schoemaker; Maxwell for Huck;
Ellert for Bressler.
Chamlnade: Meyers for Mumma;
Sonsel for Zwelsler; Lang for Selz;
Dixon for Dwyer, Obrien 'tor Malloy.
Touchdowns: Ellert 1, Pennington 2
for Xavier: Engle 1 for Chamlnade.

NOTES OF THE GAME

"BEAT PURCB.L"
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Among the best means every student

can use Is join the AXA, this merits
three points for his class, and three
point activities are not growing on
trees these days. Futhcrmore each Individual must see to It that he causes
no demerits, such as coming late for
classes and other like defects In the
scholastic order. The cup gives another Incentive to work for high grades
in the Exams, for honor Men merit
points for their class. Look over the
following list of activities and see how
you can raise the standard of your
class. The winner for the first quarter
will be announced as soon as the
results of the Exams arc recorded.

Numerous other features as usual
and the price remafus ,the same

25 cents ••• in the Stadium

•

• • • 1n a kick its
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•

1
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FIRST. QUARTER EXAMS
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NOW IN FULL SWAY

FmE-CASUALTY-BONDS

..

The First Quarter Exams are now
In full swing. For the past two weeks
all the classes have been dlllgeiltly
reviewing In preparation for this Important event. Judging from the results of the First Year Latin Contest,
the Freshman should not experience
great dllflculty In overcoming those
elusive declensions. On last Wednesday
Oct. 31, they hnd a special Algebra . ·
test by way of preparing for these
Exams. The Sophomores getting their
first taste of Geometry this year, had
a special test on Oct. 24, with the Intention of strengthening their weak
points. Iri 'this way they can more
efficiently prepare for their Exam.
Besides that they have to make sure
of the movements of that well known
Roman by the name of Julius Caesar.
This Caesar person seems to have dug
more ditches, and set up more embankments than any single Individual
before his time or since. In fact a
student Is sometimes tempted to think
that the · Roman soldiers , carried
shovels to war Instead of sJiears. The
third year camps are enjoying (more
or less) their first good. crack at the
Greek language, :and are primed to
score a knockout wheri the time comes.
Then too, they were Introduced to the
sciences this year, Chemistry being the
medium.
Th~ Chemistry Labratory ·which has
been In the course of remodeling
during the first part of the year is
now In perfect shape and the Juniors
are all set to go In and "mix forever
with the elements." .The. Seniors, besides their Cicero and Xenophon, have
to contend with this'. subject requires
~:areful and diligent preparation In
·order to keep th.e!r fl?ades from de- ,
wending with the seed of a falling
body.
.
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1n a cigarette it's

TAST~

I

•

'Do ONE THING, and do it well." Ia making
cigarettes, choose the one thing that countsgooJ taste-and give full measure!
From start to finish, that's the Chesterfield
, story. Good tobaccos, skilfully blended aod
cross·blended, the standard Chesterfield method
-appetizing fiavor, rich fragra~·ce, wholesome
satisfying characterI

·• TAS r·E above evergthing "

I

-~=~~
'Smith-Kasson Company-Wuest
-

I
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Yarn

S!Me;
I

Inc.

hesterfield

FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tob1cco1, not only BLENDED but 'CRQSS-BLENDED

© l9Z9. L100BTT &:: !rlYHI Toucco Co,
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TOPICS. OF INTEREST SEEN
THROUGH THE EYES OF ST.
XAVIER COLLEGE STUDENTS

DISARMAMENT
ARGUED BY
UPHILOPS"
.

.

AT STAKE SATURDAY

RESERVE GAME.NOTES
St. Xavier was badly out-rushed by
Reserve In the first ha.If. Malone and
Plat~ were Instrumental In piling up
eight first downs for the Red Cats
whereas the Musketeers made only two
first d9wns.. St. Xavier played Its worst
football of the season during the first
half. The Musketeers were not at all
at home on the slow field as St. Xavier
depends upon plays which do not pan
out on a wet field.

I

are forced to withdraw their son from
college.
Many students who were successful
111 high school find college ·subjects
entirely too dlIDcult. This ls not always a refiectlon. on the student's ability but It ls sometimes due to the fact
By Edward J, Wilis
There are various reasons ;why col .. that the correct method\ of study has
Kenny Schaefer wns punting well
for St. Xavier until replaced by Cy
lege students discontinue their studies not been taught him; 'he has formed
the
unfortunate
habit
of
subjecting
his
before graduation. College authorities,
Bolger. ·Schaefer made all-Ohio last
after careful study and research, es- reasoning powers to a purely mechanyear and Is again one of the outstandThe PhlloPedians assembled Monday
timate that, from·· a class of one-hun- ical process of memorizing everything.
afternoon
to
discuss
the
proposition,
Ill
health
on
the
part
of
the
student
dred freshmen, only fifty-five are
That The ·united States
graduated. This may seem somewhat ls another reason for withdrawal from "Resolved:
exaggerated to those not lately asso- college. This frequently results fl'om Should Adopt a. Policy of Na.val Disthe
want
of
proper
apportionment
of
ciated with higher education but, when
armament."
Charles Hogan '30 and
the various difficulties that arise dur- the. hours for study and those for reing a college course arc reviewed, the creation. All work and no play makes Kilian Kirschner '30 maintained the
Their opponents were
proportion of unsuccessful students is Jack, not only a dull boy, but frequent- Affirmative.
ly an ill boy. It must, of course, be John Kilcoyne '31 and Timothy Hogan
really not so alarming.
One of the cardinal reasons which admitted that the case Is genemlly con- '30, a student of the University of cincompels students to lenve college ls trnrilvlse. Study Is completely suborlack of funds. This is a very serious dinated to social activities and many clnnati Law School. The Critic Judge
obstacle which must be faced by at of the would-be social lions becomes was Mr. Jall'!es Shea '30 of Columbus,
least eighty-five percent of those who academic failures. Social activities Ohio.
enter college. Some arc fortunate have their pince In college life as In The Affirmative held that a navy Is
enough to find an early and easy solu- other spheres of endeavor, but just needed for police purposes only.
tion to this problem by securing re- as the successful business and profesmunerative positions during vacation sional man sees to It that business and Charles Hogan claimed that the presmonths, but others must depend upon pleasure do not hinder each other, so ent navy is a11 unnecessary economic
hard-working parents who are willing in like manner the successful student burden on the people because of our
to make heroic sacrifices. Four years takes care that his social demands and geographic ·position and of the only
slightest possibility of a war In the
of this stinting of the ordinary neces· academic demands do not confilct.
Finally, there are a few students who near future. He showed that a large
sltles of life sometimes makes exceptional demands on the physical meet "THE ONLY ONE" and cannot navy Is essential to the life of England
strength of one. or both of these truly wait until they, are through college whereas it Is not to the United States.
· unselfish parents. Very often the strain before they don the ball and chain and He ·cited a recent agreement between
proves too mcch to endure a~d they start housekeeping to begin a restricted our nation and Great Brita.In which
diet of ·canned goods. When such a eliminates the possibility of commercial
one happens along, the principle of gain that might· accrue from a war beccntrndlctlon, the law of the un-dls- tween these two countries.
Mr.
trlbuted middle and all other guiding Kirschner said that nations are beginlights of logic are distributed to the ning to recognize the universal cry for
four winds and seven seas.
peace and that it ls only by disarmaHOTEL ALMS
ment that this cry will ever be an-·
THANKSGIVING
swered.
THURSDAY, NOV. 28
Timothy Hogan of the Negative
Music By
proved that armaments are not the dl7
rect cause of war and hence disarmaHELVEY'S
By Albert Worst
'l'R01JBADORS
Here ls the beautiful Governor's Cup urd~y's game. The two teams are
The people of today are ve1·y often ment will not abolish war. He showed
fools; and nothing lllustrates this fact the belligerent attitude manifested by which St. Xavier College and Uni· about even· In strength and a close
other
nations
In
recent
peace
confervcrslty of Dayton football teams wtll battle ts anticipated. The Flyers and
better than the unprecedented prosSubscription
perity and expansion of the automobile ences thus proving that other countries contest for at Corcoran Field Saturday the Musketeers have signed papers for
$3.00 pcr-·couple
business. Every manufacturer claims at•e not ready to follow us In disarm- in a. grid tilt which will mark the re- a three-year period of athletic relations
in his advertisements, wonderful ad- ament. He also pointed out violations, opening of pigskin relations between In all sports.
vantages for his automobile; and es- at least In spirit, of navy limitation the two schools after a lapse since 1922.
Mr. Governor Myers Y. Cooper wlll come
J. D. CLOUD & CO•.
John Junius Rensing, a senior in the
pecially' does he proclaim the startlln« agreements by other nations.
news that the purchase of his particu- Kilcoyne gave much evidence estab- from Columbus for the game. Rep- College of Liberal Arts, has received
CERTIFIED PUBLIClar product··is an Investment that will lishing the fact that other nations are resentatives of St. Xavier and. Dayton the position of Secretary to the 1939.
ACCOUNTANTS
' will attend the dinner and dance pro- Musketeer Staff. Rensing ls a memgive years of service and enjoyment." jealous' of the United States.
1103-4-5 Traction Bldg,
The purch·aser accepts the word of the
The Judge decided that the Negative gram to be held at the. Hotel Sillton ber of the "News" staff and served in
automobile manufacturer; he buys a presented the more practical case and followillg the game.
a business capacity on various college
Syste~s
Audit• · Tax Service
machine, and believes that he will not hence he gave that side his decision,
All seats will be reserved for Sat- publications In his junior year
require another for long months to naming Timothy Hogan as best speaker.
come. But within a year, that wonderfj
ful car Is obsolete, If the manufacturer
I RHAll SAlESRflllM..,,.
-"'
\,
FACfllfW1
I• to be believed. The latter changes
DEAN'S LETTER
1
a few instruments about, adds some6~ fl()()S. R4CE ST~.
thing, removes something else, and
CINCllllNATI,, Ql:J.1(),,
calls the finished automobile and ab•
<Continued from Page 1>
solutely "new model". The former pur- brothers and an irresistible ap•
chaser looks on his car with disfavor,
and buys the new model. The next proach .to the learned and the un·
year, the manufacturer repeats the learned, the rich and the poor, the
same old process, perhaps reviving 1ew and the Gentile, the young
some mechanical feature or detail that and the old.
was used; very likely, a dozen years
As such, Father Finn was probpreviously on automobiles; and a.gain ably the best known clergyman in
the result., ls an entirely "new model".
Cincinnati and her sister Ken·
+~-!-•l--~·--1---;i+ The process goes on Indefinitely. And
everywhere there are people who ac- tucky cities of Covington, New•
cept the manufacturer's word very port, Dayton and Bellevue. He
F. PUSTET CO., Inc.
credulously, and practice that custom never sought the plaudits of men,
.,
dear to every automobile dealer's heart but the announcement of- his
-the policy of a new car every year. death was matter for the first
Religious Articles,
But I would be willing to wager that page of the Greater Cincinnati
any engineer who would examine the press and for their editorial and
and Church
car of today, and compare It with one
of yesterday, would find no change feature-story departments, FathGoods.
radical enough to justify that phrase er Finn, as a priest of God, who
"an absolutely new model". There have had practiced the Master's corpo•
been Improvements constantly; this ral and spiritual works of mercy,
436 MAIN smiET
fact Is evident; but there has been is enshrined on a costly pedestal,
nothing entirely new In automobiles the grateful heart of the com•
•1_1_,_,___
for the last few years.
munity in which he labored and
in which, as he wished, he"died.
The same learned and the un·
WHAT
(
.
learned, the rich and the poor,
the Jew and the Gentile, the
young and the old paid their outward appreciation to this priestly
man at his funeral obsequies.
A character of literary ability
and practical corporal and spirit·
ual accomplishments is rare. But
Father Finn had these talents
from the Master and obeying the
Gospel precept he did not bury
them but multiplied them.
Father Finn was a genuine op•
timist, or rather, he vividly real·
ized that God is in His heavens
and acted accordingly.
He encouraged every worth-while or in~
differently good undertaking moving pictures, athletics, collegiate and professional, penny-a•
day libraries, Catholic magazines
and struggling authors, social
gatherings for the young and old,
tin-foil and similar· collections for
the Missions. · He was fond of
saying, "'It ·is better to fight for
I
.
the good than to rail at the ill."
All his life Father Finn fought
with a smile for the good, trying
to make men, women and chil·
Suede leather blouses are doing double duty
dren forget the ill.
on.and o& the leading campuses of the country.
The Rev. Francis J. Finn would
Are made of good quality suede leather with
have celebrated his golden jubilee
knitted collar, cuffs and elastic bottom.
as a Jesuit last March. 1 In an•
' Sateen lined.. . Two roomy breast pocket..
ticipation, a purse for him was in
Choice of tan or gray.
process of collection.
When the
jubilarian learned of the fact, he
In every:respect the sam~ as the Overcoats
announced that the fund would
that arej widely sold as high as $1CJ?.
be used for the education of a
Jesuit scholastic.
Loyalty was
part of Father Finn's nature. So,
too, was genuine charity.
The
last conversation I had with him,
and wliil:h I shall never forget,
MABLEY'S STREET FLOOR
dealt With the education of d'!·
serving college students.
My
CL.OTH~S OF' QUAL..ITY
memory pf Father Finn is the
/
over'
priest of Cod, gifted with the ex·
AdJnlnlnr
'Cll __~l~t__STRE:e:T,
~Ulla
· ceptional talents devoted to the

Why Students Leave
College Before Graduation

Hogan Clan Disrupted By Monday's Debate; Prepared. ness Advocated.

Ing ball-toters of the state. Schaefer Is
one of .the best defensive full-backs
St. Xavier has ever had.
St. Xavier tried three forward passes and completed one during the first '
half. Reserve tried eight passes, completed three during the first two
periods. Coach Joe Meyer had evidently ordered his men to hold down
\.heir passing until the opportunity was
ripe.
Governor Meyers Y. Cooper who
headed the St. Xnvi~r stadium campnign as excutlve chairman wlll attend
the Dayton-Musketeer game in the
stadium next Satw·day.
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On Seeing An Automobile
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You Would~ Wal~ More 'Than a Mile
for the Swagger, Smart, Camel--Pile

i

I
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OVERCOATS

--

I

With the ·Luxury and
Warmth of Fur!

I

·--~c-

man hasn•t, at some time,
hoped to snuggle into an Overcoat
of deep, soft Fur?

Campus Activities
Wear Warm

Well here·s your chance. The new
"Camel; pile,, fabric so closely re. .
. sembles Beaver in appearance and
so rivals it in warmth that it will
provide you with the same lµxuri . .
ous style and comfort -of a costly
Fur Coat. ·

.Suede Blouses

I
"<.

Come in and see these husky,
handsome double .. breasted models,
of inch . . thick "Camel . . pile,, Fabric
in shades of Roman Gold and
Beaver . .Tan.

for Campus and Sports

12·75

@~it. j\.1$tulvil}ill

A GOOD STORE

I

service of his neighbor. All men
were his neighbors.
It was fit•
ting that he was called from them
in the early morning of All Souls
day.
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